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Abstract

Author Manuscript

Purpose—Existing literature indicates that acceptance of dating violence is a significant and
robust risk factor for psychological dating abuse perpetration. Past work also indicates a
significant relationship between psychological dating abuse perpetration and poor mental health.
However, no known research has examined the relationship between acceptance of dating
violence, perpetration of dating abuse, and mental health. In addition to exploring this complex
relationship, the current study examines whether psychological abuse perpetration mediates the
relationship between acceptance of dating violence and mental health (i.e., internalizing symptoms
of depression, anxiety, and hostility).
Methods—Three waves of longitudinal data were obtained from 1,042 ethnically diverse high
school students in Texas. Participants completed assessments of psychological dating abuse
perpetration, acceptance of dating violence, and internalizing symptoms (hostility, and symptoms
of anxiety and depression).

Author Manuscript

Results—As predicted, results indicated that perpetration of psychological abuse was
significantly associated with acceptance of dating violence and all internalizing symptoms.
Furthermore, psychological abuse mediated the relationship between acceptance of dating
violence and internalizing symptoms.
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Conclusions—Findings from the current study suggest that acceptance of dating violence is
an important target for the prevention of dating violence and related emotional distress.
Implications and Contribution—Study findings indicate that perpetration of psychological
abuse is significantly associated with acceptance of dating violence and select mental health
variables (i.e., anxiety, depression, hostility). Moreover, psychological abuse perpetration mediated
the relationship between acceptance of dating violence and internalizing symptoms. To be
effective in preventing mental health problems, interventions may benefit from targeting
acceptance and perpetration of dating violence.
Keywords
dating violence; psychological abuse; mental health; adolescents; acceptance; longitudinal

Author Manuscript

Teen dating violence (TDV), which includes acts of physical violence, psychological abuse,
and sexual aggression occurring in the context of an adolescent romantic relationship, is a
prevalent and serious problem. Of particular concern is that dating violence in adolescence
may establish a maladaptive pattern of relating that persists into adulthood.1,2 Extant
research has estimated that TDV occurs in up to one third of adolescent relationships,3 with
psychological abuse being more prevalent than physical violence.4 In addition, research has
suggested that adolescents are more likely than adults to report mutual TDV, where both
members of the couple perpetrate and are victims of violence.5,6 Consequences associated
with TDV are potentially severe,1 including suicidality,7 risky sexual behaviors,8
psychological distress,4 mental health symptomatology,5,6 and future intimate partner
violence.1,4,9

Author Manuscript

An extensive body of literature has explicated risk factors for TDV perpetration in an
attempt to aid with prevention and reduce negative outcomes.9 However, relatively little is
known about the negative consequences of psychological abuse perpetration. Identifying
negative outcomes of TDV perpetration is important, as the risk factors for and
consequences of TDV are often the same. Thus, identifying and preventing these negative
outcomes could ultimately reduce adolescents’ future engagement in dating violence.
Acceptance of dating violence and mental health are among the most commonly cited risk
factors and consequences of TDV (e.g., see review by Dardis, Dixon, Edwards, &
Turchik10). Thus, one potentially important relationship to examine is whether the
perpetration of psychological aggression mediates the relationship between acceptance of
dating violence (the risk factor) and mental health symptomatology (the outcome).
Investigating psychological abuse perpetration is of particular importance as most existing
research focuses on physical violence perpetration.11

Author Manuscript

Acceptance of Dating Violence
Research has consistently supported a significant relationship between the acceptance and
perpetration of TDV.2,12 Indeed, acceptance of dating violence is an important mediator in
the relationship between known risk factors (e.g., family violence) and TDV
perpetration.2,12 For instance, Reyes and colleagues12 found that adolescents who
experienced family violence were more likely to develop attitudes accepting of dating
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violence, anger dysregulation, and depression, which ultimately led to an increased risk for
perpetrating physical TDV over time. In addition, Foshee and colleagues13 demonstrated
that acceptance of dating violence helped explain the association between specific
demographic variables, and moderate and severe physical TDV perpetration. Although this
research generally focuses on physical TDV perpetration, it is likely that a significant
relationship between acceptance of dating violence and perpetration of psychological abuse
exists. This notion is strengthened by research demonstrating that psychological abuse often
precedes and potentially contributes to physical TDV.2 The current study addresses this
proposed relationship.

Mental Health

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

Mental health is a well-documented risk factor for and consequence of TDV perpetration.14
Similar to research examining the relation between acceptance and perpetration of TDV,
research examining the link between TDV perpetration and mental health primarily focuses
on physical violence perpetration. In a recent meta-analysis, Birkley and Eckhardt15 found
that intimate partner violence perpetration was moderately related to hostility and
internalizing symptoms (e.g., depression). Specific to TDV perpetration, research suggests
that adolescents who have a history of child maltreatment, delinquency, violence, and violent
crimes are more likely to have co-occurring depression and other internalizing symptoms
and more likely to be physically aggressive against dating partners and peers.16 As an
example, adolescents who witness their parents engage in marital violence are more likely to
experience depression, and ultimately perpetrate greater physical TDV than are adolescents
who did not witness family violence.16 Depressed affect in particular has been found to be
both a consequence of and risk factor for TDV perpetration. Indeed, longitudinal studies and
a review of the literature have demonstrated depressive symptoms to be associated with later
perpetration of physical TDV.10,14,17
With few exceptions,17 limited research directly examines the relationship between TDV
perpetration and anxiety. One study found that adolescent female perpetrators of TDV were
more likely to report higher global internalizing symptoms (i.e., a sum of symptoms of
anxiety, depression, and withdrawal).18 In adult and college samples, research has supported
a significant relation between anxiety and intimate partner violence perpetration.11

Author Manuscript

Hostility has been found to differentiate perpetrators of TDV from non-perpetrators, such
that the former report significantly more hostility.19 It may be that adolescents who
experience violence (e.g., child maltreatment, bullying, prior TDV) during early childhood
might develop more hostile attitudes and views of the world, ultimately leading them to
engage in aggressive acts (e.g., TDV perpetration).20 Boivin and colleagues21 examined the
relations among prior TDV victimization, hostility, and future TDV perpetration. Results
indicated that girls who experienced sustained TDV were more likely to report high levels of
hostility and ultimately increased TDV perpetration. Results suggest that girls might develop
more hostile attitudes in response to prior victimization, which is associated with future
perpetration. For boys, on the other hand, the relationship between prior victimization and
future perpetration was mediated by overall emotional distress (e.g., anxiety, depression, and
hostility). That is, boys who experienced sustained violence victimization were more likely
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to experience increased emotional distress, which was associated with future violence
perpetration. The current study, by considering internalizing symptoms associated with
perpetrating TDV, addresses an important gap in the literature and acknowledges that poor
mental health can be both a risk factor for and a consequence of TDV perpetration.

Author Manuscript

In sum, existing research has established a significant relationship between internalizing
symptoms (e.g., depression, anxiety, and hostility) and physical TDV perpetration, with
fewer studies examining the link between psychological abuse perpetration and
psychopathology. Further, these studies have primarily examined mental health as a risk
factor for TDV perpetration rather than as a consequence of such. Examining internalizing
symptoms as a consequence of TDV perpetration is of particular importance in adolescent
samples, as research has demonstrated that partner violence emerges during adolescence and
persists into adulthood. It is possible that emotional distress might be an important
consequence of adolescent TDV perpetration, which might ultimately be a risk factor for
continued partner violence perpetration.

Theory
Numerous interpersonal theories of violence have emerged, which posit that internal factors
of the perpetrator (e.g., acceptance of dating violence) increase the risk of TDV.15 Of
particular note is social learning theory, which suggests that the perpetration of dating
violence develops through the basic learning constructs of classical and operant
conditioning, as well as observational learning. According to this model, experiences in
early childhood (exposure to violence, acceptance of violence) contribute to future TDV,
which is ultimately associated with negative outcomes (e.g., internalizing symptoms).15

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

Bell and Naugle22 proposed a comprehensive theoretical model of intimate partner violence,
which posits that multiple contextual factors (e.g., acceptance and exposure to violence,
demographic variables) contribute to TDV or adult partner violence, which ultimately results
in negative consequences (e.g., poor health) that are associated with continued TDV.
According to this model, acceptance of dating violence is a proximal, contextual factor that
likely emerges from background experiences (e.g., exposure to violence in family) and that
is associated with TDV perpetration. In turn, acceptance and perpetration of TDV results in
reduced mental health, which may ultimately be associated with future violence
perpetration. In addition, the dynamic developmental systems theory is a comprehensive
theoretical model that proposes that dating violence is a result of the interaction of three
factors: (1) contextual/background factors (e.g., exposure to violence in the family of
origin); (2) developmental/internal factors (e.g., acceptance of dating violence); and (3)
relationship influences.15 Based on this theory, adolescents who experience family violence
might develop accepting attitudes about partner violence, which may make them more
susceptible to increased stress and conflict within intimate relationships and ultimately to an
increased likelihood for perpetrating TDV. As a result of this perpetration, the adolescent is
likely to experience negative outcomes (e.g., poor mental health), which might prompt the
continued use of aggression in dating relationships.
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Current Study
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Procedure and Participants
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Research examining the relations among acceptance of dating violence, psychological abuse
perpetration, and mental health is sorely needed as the vast majority of research on TDV
focuses on physical violence. Risk factors for and consequences of psychological abuse
perpetration are important to identify and understand, as the frequency and rate of
psychological abuse remains stable and constant across the lifespan and is a robust predictor
of physical violence.2,11 Thus, examining whether psychological abuse perpetration
mediates the relationship between acceptance of dating violence and internalizing symptoms
will help elucidate the complex problem of TDV, and potentially identify targets for
intervention. We hypothesize that 1) acceptance of dating violence will predict
psychological abuse perpetration over the next year, and 2) psychological abuse perpetration
will mediate the relationship between acceptance of dating violence and internalizing
symptoms.

Measures

Method
Waves 1 (Spring 2010), 2 (Spring 2011), and 3 (Spring 2012) of an ongoing 6-year
longitudinal study were used23 to test the proposed model. Participants were 1,042
adolescents from multiple public high schools in Texas (response rate=62%; higher than the
generally accepted response rate of 60%24). Students received a $10 gift card for completing
each wave of questionnaires. At Wave 1, students were 56% female with a mean age of 15.1
(SD=0.79), self-identified as Hispanic (31%), White (29%), African American (28%),
Asian/Pacific islander (4%) or other (8%), and were in the 9th (75%) or 10th (25%) grade.
All procedures were approved by the first author’s Institutional Review Board. Active
parental consent was obtained prior to data collection. Retention was 93% at Wave 2 and
86% at Wave 3 (93% from Wave 2 to Wave 3).

Author Manuscript

Acceptance of dating violence (Wave 1)—Adapted from Foshee and colleagues,25
students responded to the following 5 items on a 4-point scale anchored by strongly disagree
(1) to strongly agree (4): “Violence between dating partners can improve the relationship.”,
“There are times when violence between dating partners is okay.”, “Sometimes violence is
the only way to express your feelings.”, “Some couples must use violence to solve their
problem.”, “Violence between dating partners is a personal matter and people should not
interfere”. This scale, developed for adolescents has been shown to be reliable25 (for the
current study, Cronbach’s α=.82).
Psychological abuse perpetration (Wave 2)—Ten yes/no items from the Conflict
in Adolescent Dating Relationship Inventory (CADRI)26 were used to measure
psychological abuse (e.g., “I ridiculed or made fun of him/her in front of others”; “ I kept
track of who he/she was with and where he/she was”). Items were summed (1 = never
perpetrated psychological abuse against partner, 11 = perpetrated all types of psychological
abuse against partner) to make a composite variable. The CADRI was normed on an
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adolescent sample and has consistently been shown to be a valid and reliable measure of
teen dating violence26 (Cronbach’s α=.74).
Hostility (Wave 3)—Given prior literature linking hostility to partner violence,
participants responded to the following five items from the SCL-90 Hostility subscale27
using a four-point scale anchored by never (1) and most of the time (4): In general, how
often do you, 1) “have temper outbursts you can’t control?”, 2) “have urges to beat, injure,
or harm someone?”, 3) “have urges to break or smash things?”, 4) “get into frequent
arguments?”, and 5) “Shout or throw things?”. Previous studies have demonstrated the
reliability and validity of this measure28 (Cronbach’s α=.83).

Author Manuscript

Depression symptoms (Wave 3)—Six items from the Center for Epidemiologic
Studies Short Depression Scale29 were used to measure past-week depression symptoms.
Participants responded to the following items on a four-point scale anchored by less than 1
day (1) and 5–7 days (4): “I had trouble keeping my mind on what I was doing.”, “I felt
depressed.”, “I felt fearful.”, “My sleep was restless.”, “I was happy.”(re-coded), “I felt
lonely.”, “I could not “get going.” Versions of the CES-D are widely used in research, has
demonstrated good reliability and validity, and has been used with adolescents30
(Cronbach’s α=.79).

Author Manuscript

Anxiety symptoms (Wave 3)—Using a three-point scale anchored by not true (1) and
very true (3), symptoms of anxiety were measured with the following five items from the
Screen for Child Anxiety Related Emotional Disorders31: “I am nervous.”, “I worry about
being as good as other kids.”, “I worry about things working out for me.”, “I am a worrier.”,
“People tell me that I worry too much”. This widely used scale has demonstrated acceptable
convergent and discriminant validity32 (Cronbach’s α=.85.
Data Analytic Plan

Author Manuscript

Primary hypotheses were tested with Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) in Mplus 7.11.
To handle missingness in longitudinal data, full information maximum likelihood method
was used. FIML estimation provides less biased and more efficient estimations even when
not missing at random.33 Because of the ordered categorical nature of the items, a mean and
variance adjusted weighted-least squares estimation method (WLSMV) was employed to
obtain parameter estimates and standard errors for the SEM. Model fit is evaluated as being
acceptable when using root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA)34 of < .0635 and
a comparative fit index (CFI),34 Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) of ≥ .95.35,36 To test the potential
mediation effect of perpetrating psychological abuse, indirect command with 5,000
bootstrap samples and 95% biased-corrected confidence intervals (CIs) was applied. This
method corrects bias of significance in mediation tests.37
Several demographic factors, such as gender (1=female and male=0); parent education
(1=did not graduate from high school and 4=finish college); three dummy-coded variables
regarding ethnicity (White=1 vs. all other ethnicities=0, Hispanic=1 vs. all other
ethnicities=0, or African American=1 vs. all other ethnicities=0); lifetime psychological
abuse perpetration (1=at least once and 0=never); the number of lifetime dating partners
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(1=1; 5=5+), exposure to mother-to-father violence (1=never and 4=more than 20 times),
and exposure to father-to-mother violence (1=never and 4=more than 20 times), and Wave 1
symptoms of hostility, anxiety, and depression were included as control variables.

Results

Author Manuscript

Bivariate correlations, means, and standard deviations are shown in Table 1. SEM revealed
that a mediation model fit the data well, χ2[499]=1106.9, p<.05; RMSEA=0.03, 95% CI=.
027, .034; CFI=.96, TLI=.96. The model explained 23% of the variance in psychological
abuse perpetration, 32% of the variance in hostility, 28% of the variance in depression
symptoms, and 30% of the variance in anxiety symptoms, once taking into account all
covariates. Female (b=.83, SE=0.41), African American (b=.88, SE=0.40), lifetime
psychological abuse perpetration (b=1.70, SE=0.23), and hostility (b=.40, SE=0.17) at Wave
1 were positively related with psychological abuse perpetration at Wave 2. In addition, being
female was negatively related to hostility (b= −.18, SE=0.07) but positively associated with
anxiety (b=.15, SE=.07) at Wave 3. Being Hispanic was negatively related to hostility (b=
−0.27, SE=.12) and symptoms of depression (b=−.24, SE=0.10) at Wave 3. Being African
American was negatively associated with depression (b=−0.23, SE=.10) at Wave 3. Being
White was negatively associated with hostility (b=−0.21, SE=.10) and symptoms of anxiety
(b=−0.34, SE=.11) at Wave 3. Internalizing psychopathology at Wave 1 was positively
related reporting these symptoms at Wave 3 (hostility, b=.61, SE=.07, depression, b=.42,
SE=.07, anxiety, b=.69, SE=.10). The remaining covariates were not significantly associated
with any of the mediator or outcome variables at Wave 3.

Author Manuscript

As expected (Figure 1), acceptance of dating violence was positively related to
psychological abuse perpetration, b=0.38, SE=0.13, p=.003, 95% confidence interval (CI)
with bootstrapping method=0.13, 0.63, albeit with relatively small effect sizes.
Psychological abuse perpetration was positively associated with symptoms of anxiety
(b=0.06, SE=0.01, p<.001, 95% CI=0.03, 0.09), depression (b=0.04, SE=0.01, p=.002, 95%
CI=0.01, 0.06), and hostility (b=0.04, SE=0.01, p=.004, 95% CI=0.01, 0.06). That is, the
more youth accepted general couple violence, the more likely they were to perpetrate
psychological abuse and, in turn, were more likely to report more symptoms of anxiety,
depression, and hostility.

Discussion

Author Manuscript

Research has consistently demonstrated that acceptance of dating violence and emotional
distress are both significant risk factors for and consequences of TDV perpetration.
Moreover, comprehensive theoretical models of partner violence posit that multiple
contextual factors (including acceptance of violence) contribute to violence, and result in
poor mental health, which may then serve to perpetuate violence.22 However, no known
studies have examined the link between acceptance of dating violence and emotional
distress, nor have there been empirical investigations examining psychological abuse
perpetration as a mediator of this link. Moreover, the bulk of TDV perpetration research has
focused on physical forms of violence. Thus, the purpose of the current study was to
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examine whether dating violence acceptance leads to emotional distress for adolescents who
perpetrate psychological abuse.

Author Manuscript

Consistent with our hypothesis, acceptance of dating violence at wave 1 was linked to
psychological abuse perpetration at wave 2. This finding is consistent with previous research
indicating that acceptance of dating violence is associated with and precedes TDV
perpetration and indicates that adolescents who accept dating violence norms are at an
increased risk for perpetrating abuse in their relationships.12 Furthermore, psychological
abuse perpetration significantly predicted internalizing symptoms (e.g., depression, anxiety,
and hostility). To date, limited research has directly examined the relationship between
psychological abuse perpetration and anxiety; thus, this study adds to the literature by
demonstrating that adolescents who perpetrate psychological abuse may experience anxiety
as a result (in addition to hostility and symptoms of depression). The longitudinal nature of
this study supports the temporal order to these variables. Moreover, the finding that
psychological abuse perpetration is associated with and precedes depression and hostility is
in line with existing literature,21 and further supports the notion that TDV perpetration may
contribute to poor mental health, which ultimately could result in continued and future
partner violence. In other words, adolescents who experience internalizing symptoms as a
result of their partner violence might lack adequate coping and emotion regulation skills,
thus ultimately contributing to additional TDV perpetration.

Author Manuscript

Our hypothesis that psychological abuse perpetration mediates the relationship between
acceptance of dating violence and internalizing symptoms was supported. Findings suggest
that adolescents who accept dating violence as a normative behavior are more likely to
perpetrate psychological abuse. In turn, the perpetration of psychological abuse temporally
predicted depression, anxiety, and hostility. This result provides support for the notion that
acceptance of dating violence is a risk factor for negative psychological outcomes among
adolescents who perpetrate psychological abuse. One potential explanation is that
adolescents who accept dating violence might have been exposed to violence (e.g., child
maltreatment, TDV victimization) or to environments in which violence is normative during
early development. As a result of these earlier experiences and their attitudes towards dating
violence, they may be more likely to engage in TDV, which in turn increases their
psychological distress. A second potential reason for this relationship is that adolescents
who both accept and engage in dating violence might experience peer and social rejection,
which could contribute to psychological distress.12 Future research should unpack these
potential explanations.
Implications and Directions for Future Research

Author Manuscript

While additional research is needed, there are a number of potentially important prevention
and treatment implications. Results from the current study – especially the temporal nature
of our findings – support the importance of targeting acceptance in TDV interventions.38 For
example, the Families for Safe Dates prevention program has demonstrated significant
reductions in acceptance of TDV.39 Thus, it is not just the act of violence that matters but
how the act is processed. Given the significant relation between acceptance of dating
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violence and TDV perpetration, prevention programs should continue to target and attempt
to alter attitudes about dating violence.
In addition, treatment for adolescents with a history of TDV perpetration would benefit from
assessing psychological health and attitudes about dating violence. Mental health symptoms
are a well-cited risk factor for and consequence of TDV perpetration.1 Thus, it is likely that
adolescents with untreated emotional distress could perpetrate TDV in the future regardless
of their reduced acceptance of dating violence. Interventions and treatments targeting
multiple factors associated with TDV are more likely to lead to reductions in perpetration
and victimization.40

Author Manuscript

This is the first known study that has examined psychological TDV perpetration as a
mediator in the relation between acceptance of dating violence and symptoms of mental
health, and continued research is needed to replicate these findings. While our focus on
psychological abuse perpetration is relatively novel, future research should examine physical
and sexual TDV perpetration as longitudinal mediators of the relationship between
acceptance of dating violence and poor mental health. Finally, the current study focused on
depression, anxiety, and hostility; however, there are additional mental health symptoms
likely associated with psychological TDV perpetration, such as posttraumatic stress disorder
and suicidality.
Limitations

Author Manuscript

While the large ethnically diverse sample, longitudinal design, and focus on psychological
abuse are strengths, findings should be considered in light of several limitations. First, our
study design did not account for high-risk adolescents who dropped out of school. Second,
our findings are based on self-reports. Future research may benefit by using collateral
sources or behavioral indicators to help reduce the influence of social desirability and recall
bias. Third, despite comprising a large, ethnically diverse sample from a wide geographical
area, findings may be limited to adolescents in southeast Texas. However, the current sample
matches quite well with national samples on a range of behaviors.23
Despite these limitations, the current study used 3 waves/years of data from a large
ethnically diverse sample to demonstrate that psychological abuse perpetration mediated the
link between acceptance of dating violence and internalizing symptoms.
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Figure 1.
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Note. Path coefficients and correlations are completely standardized. Although not shown
here, previous mental health, gender, and three dummy-coded ethnicities, parental education,
interparental violence, the number of dating partners and previous psychological TDV
perpetration history were included as covariates in the model. All significant (p <.05) paths
are highlighted by boldface and marked by asterisks. * p < .05, **<.01, *** <.001
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